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About This Content

Europa Universalis IV – Sounds from the Community – Kairis Soundtrack II

Add new variety and inspiration to your Europa Universalis IV experience with the second soundtrack composed by the avid
Europa Universalis fan Kairi!

Invoke themes and sounds of history with music inspired by the regions of the Far east, from the grasslands of the Khanate to
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the shores of the South Seas of Asia.

Kairi Sawler, the talented creator of a prior community soundtrack grasps the emotion and traditions of the Far East
to make this pack the perfect backdrop to the march of your growing dynasty.

The following songs are included:

1 - Peace for Generations

2 - The Grasslands Call

3 - The Great Wall

4 - Eastern Fronts

5 - Temple Ambitions
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Title: Europa Universalis IV: Sounds from the community - Kairis Soundtrack Part II
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English
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Arkanoid pixel styled game with story mode and lot humor, definitely worth of paying small price like that for fun like this.
Low quality clicker, art is ok though.. If I were to rate this game it would be 6/10 or slightly above average. Beacuse of the
games voice control option which I find very effecient and fun. Also you get to cusomize your own battalion in one of the three
factions (JSF,EUEC, or SPEZNAZ Guard). Each faction has unique upgrades. It also has a skermish mode where you can play
against someone or the A.I. But The multiplayer isn't the best in the world and the campaign can get a bit repetitve some times.
There is a lot of story and characters from other games like Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon, Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six, and Tom
Clancy's Splinter Cell. I recomend this game to Tom Clancy fans or people that love a really long campaign.. Bigger
productionvalue that expected! this is my feedback on SS2 and what i would like to see for Super Seducer 3.

I think it was cool playing from a girls perspective, but it feels like the club part was not as wellmade.
The seeing how girls interaccted (in the spa) how girls talk and reson without men around was cool.
I think it was funny when there was a kind of story line and each chapter refered to other chapters like in the spa
it would be cool if one of the girl was saying yeah i went of my yacht and talked with a nice guy and then he showed me
his♥♥♥♥♥♥under the table.
... OMG you actually did addet that element of fake tinder pictures;) I JUST LOVE YOU MORE NOW.

it would also be cool to play from both perspective in the same chapter, And they could end up together or
it all could branch out and continue the girl storyline and man storyline. But the game need to be optimized for that, so if it
branch out you can start from where it separated to two storys.

i think richards friend that gave the female perspective on it was cool to have.
I also liked that it was not always richard as the main characheter.
The comedy scene was just hurrendus and pointless.

I think it would be cool if you break the "forth wall" in the game.
Like the model goes (staring right into the camera) "Really you choose that?!, alright here we go". Fun tower defense style game
+You get to be the tower
+Creative

-Price for content
-Not that challenging

3/5

Interesting take on an usually lazy/cashgrab game type (Wave shooter) done right and very well, just a little easy and there isn't
all that much content for what you pay.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. all this is, is BULL\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665waves after waves and then timed
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t sections and it isn't even over an hour of play would you play 5 canadian for
this bs because it was a grave mistake on my part and i feel like a absolute idiot for it. It's fun game and dialogues are hilarious.
Character designs are unlikable and ugly though.. For the developers of this game ,,,,,,,,,,it is a tad short .....think 7 minutes was
what it took me to play start to finish , but that said it has gorgeous scenes and graphics. Game play with the bow and shield was
fun, but the shooting of enemies was to long and drawn out.

For the price i paid it was worth every cent, I loved the whole short scene and cant wait to see the next installment you have
planned.

. You can't move in a a stright line which is rather sad I paid $8 while on sale which I was planning on either buying this or
another game during the winter sale. Was rather disappointed when I was like oh snap I get to be a boss in a game now. Nope
got to start from the bottom before you can dominate. Oh wait you want to move in a straight like ha ha nope gotta rework on
the controls.
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edit: Ok so after playing the game for hours to figure out how to play this game. It is actually pretty interesting. So your
acceleration and how you move you need to caculate to make sure that your accerleration is even on each side. use the asteriods
to your advantage. When you defend an ally ship when the time runs out it will cloak itself. Resonator cannons are very useful I
advise getting 2 - 3 for your ship. I have 3 carriers on my ship with like 5 missle launchers. I have 2 torpedo launchers as well.
After getting used to this game I would give it a 9/10. The challenges are fun. You also get to fight against a clone of your own
ship
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Bad in so many ways. Free, but how much do you value your time?. I hate writing a negative review for a game I so much
wanted to play (and to like), but it is simply unplayable.

Here is a record of my 17 minutes with this game:

1. Boot it up.
2. Go to Settings
3. Go to Video
4. Resolution is set to 1440x900 on my 1080p monitor?
5. Click to change resolution
6. Game locks up computer
7. CTRL+ALT+DELETE
8. Wait 30-40 seconds for Task Manager to come up
9. Hard kill program
10. Repeat steps 1-9 three more times.
11. Give up and try and select New Game.
12. FOV is so jacked I have a migraine after about four minutes.
13. Repeat steps 1-6, resolution box finally drops, allowing selection.
14. Select 1920x1080
15. Select New Game again and there is a weird border around the screen but FOV still ****ed
16. Quit game and apply for refund.

This game may be good, but I'll never know. This is one of the worst problems with allowing EA games on Steam, IMO. Are
you getting an absolute unplayable mess, or something that's more fleshed out and in the beta test stage. Obviously EA games
have the Early Access tag, but I wish there were a little more curation done in terms of what they would allow (or rather, what
state a game would need to be in) to consider it EA.

I mean, supporting a game in beta development is one thing. Supporting what seems more like a proof of concept is another.
Thank Gaben for refunds.

(I know I went on a rant there, but yeah...). The studio did a great job, first great Larry game without Al Lowe.

I'm having fun and my wife next to me also laughs about the jokes.

I enjoy the art, critique, hidden details, music.

He is the authentic Larry, that trascended its creator by fans, creatives, and developers Love.. An interesting little shmup that
features 3 levels and 2 ships. Movement is done with the mouse rather than a stick or key input which is an interesting change of
pace. You also have specials moves, most of which kill enemy bullets on the screen. Also the soundtrack is good. Overall this is
a good game for the price, but don't expect anything amazing.. Great 20 minute VR story.. Love this game, love playing it. One
of the first Choice of Games products, and a really great Choose Your Own Adventure. Pros: Thrown on my own devices?
Check. Wander through pretty environments? Check. Kittens? Check. Cute helper? Well, a little creepy but it was useful so it
gets a check. Also, I didn't spot the villain early on this time, which is frankly a first. Surprise? Check.

Cons: Expected symphony. Recognised some of the music from other games. Music was ok but not symphonic. The puzzles are
getting a little predictable but at least they're still presented well. The achievements showcase was just a list. I didn't get
reactions when I clicked on some things, which felt a little flat when it was someone I'd rescued.

It would get three out of five stars but it's not every game that will just throw a half-lobster man at you with no explanation. I
was so surprised I dropped a star so I guess this game can have that one too.

Dude is half a lobster. Ok.. Since there is no saving option you have to start the game from the beginning every time you leave
the game. Very annoying.
Why not include a saving option in the menu. Very simple....
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I shall resume playing only if this is fixed.

Too bad you have to wait to finish the level before saving. That is too long....
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